Contrast Sensitivity of Cats and Humans in Scotopic and Mesopic Conditions
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Kang I, Reem RE, Kaczmarowski AL, Malpeli JG. Contrast sensitivity of cats and humans in scotopic and mesopic conditions. J Neurophysiol 102: 831–840, 2009. First published May 20, 2009; doi:10.1152/jn.90641.2008. Human contrast sensitivity in low scotopic conditions is regulated according to the deVries–Rose law. Previous cat behavioral data, as well as cat and mice electrophysiological data, have not confirmed this relationship. To resolve this discrepancy at the behavioral level, we compared sensitivity in dim light for cats and humans in parallel experiments using the same visual stimuli and similar behavioral paradigms. Both species had to detect Gabor functions (SD = 1.5°, spatial frequencies from 0 to 4 cpd, temporal frequency 4 Hz) presented 8° to the right or left of a central fixation point over an 8 log-unit range of adaptation levels spanning scotopic vision and extending well into the mesopic range. Cats had 0.74 log unit greater absolute sensitivity than that of humans for spatial frequencies ≤1/8 cpd. Cats had better contrast sensitivity overall for spatial frequencies <1/2 cpd, whereas humans were more sensitive for spatial frequencies above this. However, most of the cat’s sensitivity advantage for low spatial frequencies could be accounted for by the greater light-concentrating abilities of its optics. Contrast sensitivity to 4 cpd was poor or absent in the scotopic range for both species. For both, scotopic increment thresholds were proportional to the square root of retinal illuminance, in accordance with the deVries–Rose law. Overall, cat and human visual systems appear to operate under very similar constraints for rod vision, including the regulation of contrast sensitivity across adaptation levels. A companion paper compares sensitivity of neurons in the lateral geniculate nucleus to these behavioral data.

INTRODUCTION

Sensitivity and acuity are fundamental descriptors of visual systems, with considerable variation across species on the extent to which one or the other is stressed. Here we compare the dim-light vision of two species that occupy different points on the sensitivity–acuity continuum, the cat and human. Although the empirical data for either species alone are of interest, in combination they provide unique opportunities for interspecies comparisons.

For human cone vision, contrast thresholds are fairly constant across adaptation levels, so increment threshold—i.e., the smallest increment of light that is reliably detectable from the background—is a fixed fraction of retinal illuminance, in accordance with Weber’s law (Walraven et al. 1990). This results from gain control mechanisms that avoid response saturation and keep visual contrast sensitivity constant over a wide range of background illumination, maintaining perceptual constancy for contrast in the face of changes in illumination (Shapley and Enroth-Cugell 1984). For rod vision, where sensitivity is paramount, this gain control is abandoned and, under appropriate conditions, increment threshold follows the deVries–Rose law: increment threshold is proportional to the square root of the background illumination (Rose 1948). DeVries–Rose behavior is expected when the biological gain is already maximal and quantal fluctuations in the stimulus (i.e., stimulus noise) constitute the limiting factor in sensitivity because the noise caused by quantal fluctuations is proportional to the square root of photon density. In contrast, for cone vision stimulus intensity is high enough so that quantal noise is not a significant factor.

Adherence to the deVries–Rose law is reliably observed in the low scotopic range for sinusoidal gratings, as well as for small, short-duration, stationary spots (for a review, see Shapley and Enroth-Cugell 1984). However, previously published cat behavioral data for scotopic vision do not follow the deVries–Rose law (Supplemental Material, section I). Furthermore, as outlined by Kang and Malpeli (2009), this is also true of previous electrophysiological studies. It is unclear whether these discrepancies result from fundamental differences in the regulation of scotopic sensitivity or whether they are incidental to differences in experimental paradigms. This is a critical issue because access to the physiological circuits underpinning the regulation of scotopic vision is currently available only via animal models.

Here we measured contrast sensitivity for Gabor functions as a function of adaptation level over the scotopic and most of the mesopic range for cats and humans. Gabor functions were presented at the same rod-rich region of the retinas of both species for spatial frequencies that spanned the cat’s acuity range at this eccentricity. The data were obtained from both species with the same visual display, viewing distance, retinal location, adaptation period, and method of measuring pupil size. The behavioral paradigms were essentially the same and methods of data analysis identical.

Under these circumstances, most fundamental properties of cat and human vision turn out to be quite similar. For both, scotopic contrast threshold strictly follows the deVries–Rose law and the maximum spatial frequency that can be perceived in the scotopic range is about the same. The cat’s absolute threshold is nearly one log unit lower than that of the human’s, but when the cat’s optical advantages are factored out, the two species are comparable in scotopic sensitivity, suggesting that their intrinsic neural sensitivities are similar at this retinal eccentricity.

In a companion paper (Kang and Malpeli 2009) we show that contrast thresholds of the most sensitive categories of cells in the lateral geniculate complex of the awake cat agree closely with the cat psychophysical data presented here, including adherence to the deVries–Rose law under scotopic conditions.

1 The online version of this article contains supplemental data.
METHODS

Subjects

Two head-fixed, adult female cats and three humans (the first three authors, ages ranging from 23 to 36 yr) served as subjects. The cats’ eye positions were sampled at 500 Hz; eye positions of the humans were not monitored. Two human subjects were myopic and their vision was corrected to normal with eyeglasses; the third required no correction. For the cats, surgical procedures and methods of recording eye movements were identical to those of Cui and Malpeli (2003). Care and use of animals were in accordance with guidelines of the American Physiological Society, Society for Neuroscience, and University of Illinois Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Human subjects were treated in accordance with procedures approved by the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board; all were familiar with the experimental procedures and goals of the study and signed statements to this effect.

Visual stimuli

Visual stimuli were binocularly viewed. Small red laser spots displayed on a rear-projection screen (DA-Plex DA100; Da-Lite) served as central fixation points for both cats and humans and as saccade targets during cat training sessions. Gray-scale Gabor functions used as visual stimuli for contrast threshold estimation were generated using 256 gray levels and imaged on the screen by an LCD projector (Hopper XG20; Philips; 1,024 \( \times \) 768-pixel resolution; 60-Hz refresh rate). The screen was located 67 cm from the eyes and subtended 60° horizontally and 48° vertically. The cats’ heads were rigidly immobilized via a surgically implanted skull fixture; human subjects positioned their heads against a chin/forehead rest.

A cassette of neutral density filters (Schott Glass Technologies) placed in front of the projector lens allowed the display intensity to be adjusted in roughly 0.3 log-unit steps without vignetting of the image. At maximum brightness, the display screen had a mean (unattenuated) luminance of 62.87 cd/m².

Gabor functions had a fixed-width Gaussian of 1.5° SD, truncated at the intensity step nearest the average display luminance, and spatial frequencies of 0, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, or 4 cpd (cycles/degree). Grating drifted upwardly at a fixed temporal frequency of 4 Hz, chosen because this is within the temporal frequency range (2–6 Hz) where cat behavioral contrast sensitivity is highest for low spatial frequencies (1/4 to 1/2 cpd; Blake and Camisa 1977). Also, 4 Hz is close to the temporal frequency at which both X and Y cells in the cat dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus are most sensitive at their optimal spatial frequency (Troy 1983). Contrast was defined as [(maximum luminance − minimum luminance)/(maximum luminance + minimum luminance)] \( \times \) 100%, following the Rayleigh–Michelson contrast.

To avoid temporal transients, onsets of Gabor functions followed a temporal Gaussian envelope with a 125-ms SD, reaching the intended contrast in 500 ms. For the humans, Gabor functions disappeared gradually over 500 ms, following the reverse temporal profile of their onset (see Behavioral paradigms). The mean luminance of the Gabor functions was, within limits imposed by the gray-scale resolution, the same as the background luminance of the display.

Display luminance was carefully calibrated and contrasts of Gabor functions were empirically measured (Supplemental Material, sections A and B). All measurements of display luminance and retinal illuminance are reported in human photopic units.

Tapetal reflection

To take optical differences between species into account, it was necessary to estimate the efficacy of the cat tapetum in scotopic conditions. In brief, the spectral characteristics of the projector were familiar with the experimental procedures and goals of the study and signed statements to this effect.

Estimation of pupil size

To convert display luminance to retinal illuminance (trolands; \( \text{td} = \text{pupil area in mm}^2 \times \text{luminance in cd/m}^2 \)), digital photographs of the eyes of all subjects were taken at adaptation levels spanning those used for contrast threshold estimations. For each subject, pupil area averaged for both eyes was fitted with an empirical curve (a log function for the cat and a sigmoid for the human) as a function of adaptation level (Fig. 1) and these functions were used to determine pupil area at each adaptation level for each subject.

For all adaptation levels used for cats but the highest (i.e., from \( 10^{-6.0} \) to \( 10^{-3.5} \) cd/m²) and for the full range of adaptation levels for humans \((10^{-6.0} \text{ to } 10^{-1.5} \text{ cd/m²})\), the relationships between display luminance (DL, cd/m²) and retinal illuminance (RI, td) derived from the average pupil area shown in Fig. 1C were closely fit by the following functions: \( \log \text{RI} = 0.9964 \log \text{DL} + 1.9137 \) for the cats;

\( \log \text{RI} = 0.9945 \log \text{DL} + 1.9137 \) for the humans.

FIG. 1. Estimation of pupil area for individual cats (A) and humans (B), along with a comparison of the average pupil areas of the 2 species (C).
log $RI = 0.9191 \log DL + 1.3974$ for the humans. We use these equations here and in the companion paper (Kang and Malpeli 2009) only to convert literature estimates of the cone threshold from retinal illuminance to display luminance. When data on individual subjects are presented (e.g., Figs. 6–8), the functions fitted for individual pupil sizes shown in Fig. 1, A and B are used.

**Behavioral paradigms**

The task for both species was fundamentally similar: a Gabor function appeared to one side of a central fixation point and the subject had to indicate whether it was to the right or left, with an eye movement toward the target for the cats and a button press for the humans. The task used to measure the cats' contrast threshold is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2, top (see Supplemental Material, section D for training procedures). At trial start, a 500-ms warning tone was followed by presentation of a laser spot at the center of the screen. If the cat acquired the central fixation spot within 1,500–3,000 ms and maintained fixation within a square window ($\pm 2$–$2.5^\circ$) for an additional 200–1,100 ms, a Gabor function appeared pseudorandomly 8° to the right or left with a 500-ms gradual onset; otherwise, the trial was aborted. With this fixation criterion, the retinal eccentricity of the center of the Gabor functions could vary from 5.5 to 10.5°, but in practice the cat's fixations were quite stable and well clustered around the fixation target, deviating $< 1.0^\circ$ for $> 76\%$ of the trials (Supplemental Material, section E). To reduce the frequency of premature choices, the central fixation spot remained on for 1 s after Gabor images began to appear. Gabor functions were not presented on one side more than twice in a row to avoid behavioral biases. Although in principle the cats could have modified their behavioral strategy to take advantage of these contingencies, in practice they did not (Supplemental Material, section F). A choice was recorded if an eye movement was made beyond the central fixation window within 6 s of Gabor onset. Specifically, for a correct choice the horizontal component of eye position had to cross the lateral edge of the central fixation window toward the Gabor function and remain beyond the edge for $\geq 200$ ms, after which the trial terminated with a reward. If the horizontal component of eye position crossed the opposite edge of the fixation window, the trial was terminated after 500 ms and counted as a miss. Failure to respond within 6 s or an eye movement that crossed the upper or lower edge of the fixation window terminated the trial without reward; these trials were excluded from data analysis.

A schematic trial progression for the human is illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 2. After a 500-ms tone, a laser spot, which the subject was instructed to fixate, appeared at the center of the screen. One second later, a Gabor function was presented for 1,250 ms (including the 500-ms gradual onset and offset) 8° right or left of the spot. The central laser spot remained on to aid stable fixation and was extinguished at the same time as the Gabor function. The subjects had to make a decision about target location within 4 s of the onset of the Gabor function. Instead of responding with eye movements, they held a response button in each hand and pressed the one corresponding to the perceived (or guessed) location of the Gabor function. Unlike the cat sessions, the left–right location of the Gabor function was completely randomized across trials. Both humans and cats were dark-adapted for 30 min before a session began.

For both species, the progression of trials for a given combination of spatial frequency and adaptation level followed a modified staircase method (Cornsweet 1962) in which contrast of the Gabor function in the following trial was raised one step for each miss or reduced a step for two consecutive hits (Fig. 3, A and C). This hit/miss ratio stabilizes performance at a threshold of 71% correct (Levitt 1971), which efficiently produces a high density of trials around the 75% threshold level for a two-alternative forced-choice task. Data collection began with Gabor functions at the highest available contrast. Contrast initially changed in large steps to quickly approach threshold (six levels, equally spaced over the available range of contrast). After the subject's performance reached a rough threshold (typically after three or five reversals), the contrast step size was reduced and the number of contrast levels increased to 20. Additional trials (roughly 60 to 70 for humans and 100 to 200 for cats) were given until stable behavior near threshold was obtained. For cats, occasional catch trials (5% of the total) were inserted to estimate the guessing rate.

**Data analysis**

All analyses were done with Matlab (Version 7.0, The MathWorks). Unless otherwise noted, statistical significance was determined with permutation tests. Contrast thresholds were determined from psychometric functions fitted to the percentage correct response as a function of stimulus contrast on a logarithmic scale (Fig. 3, B and D). Cumulative Gaussians with low asymptote set at 50% were used to fit psychometric functions and two free parameters determining the position and slope of the functions were estimated using a maximum-likelihood method (Wichmann and Hill 2001). Threshold was defined as the stimulus contrast at which performance was 50% correct on the underlying cumulative Gaussian curve, which corresponds to 75% correct in the psychometric function. A 95% confidence interval for estimated thresholds was determined from a parametric bootstrap simulation (Efron and Tibshirani 1993), as implemented by Wichmann and Hill (2001), and goodness-of-fit for psychometric functions was assessed by the Pearson chi-square ($\chi^2$) test. Statistical comparisons of the goodness-of-fit of psychometric functions and the confidence intervals of estimated thresholds show that the cat and human data were comparable in quality (Supplemental Material, section G).

These fitting procedures can estimate contrast thresholds above (below) the maximum (minimum) stimulus contrast used. However, we rejected these from analysis except for a few cases where the data were well behaved and the estimated threshold was close to ($\leq 1.4\%$ above) the maximum contrast.

**FIG. 2.** Behavioral paradigms. Progression of a trial is schematically illustrated for cats (top) and humans (bottom). Cats responded with an eye movement toward the stimulus; humans, by pressing a button with the hand corresponding to target location (R or L). For cats the stimulus was extinguished by the response, whereas for humans stimulus duration was fixed. See METHODS for details.
METHODS, the staircase procedure efficiently clustered a large number of trials for each stimulus contrast. The horizontal segments bracketing psychometric functions at the threshold criterion of 75% correct (corresponding to contrasts of 24.3% for the cat and 34.5% for the human, as indicated by downward arrows) indicate 95% confidence intervals determined by bootstrap simulations (7.8 and 6.4% for cat and human, respectively). These thresholds are also shown in A and C (horizontal dashed lines) to illustrate how the subjects’ performance stabilized as trials progressed. For both cats and humans, at contrasts well below threshold, there is a tendency for performance to appear worse than chance. This was due to the early part of the staircase procedure, where the contrast was driven well below threshold by large downward contrast steps before small steps allow performance to stabilize around threshold.

RESULTS

Contrast thresholds of cats and humans

Typical examples of data obtained with the staircase procedure are illustrated in Fig. 3. Stimulus contrast usually approached and stabilized near threshold in 20 to 50 trials for both species. The average number of trials for a given combination of spatial frequency and adaptation level was 189 for cats (excluding catch trials) and 104 for humans. As mentioned in METHODS, the staircase procedure efficiently clustered a large number of trials around threshold, giving more weight to data points near the most critical part of the psychometric functions (see the histograms in the top panels of Fig. 3, B and D).

A total of 121 and 144 contrast thresholds were estimated for cats and humans, respectively, from data obtained in about 150 h of testing for each cat and 50 h for each human. Generally, contrast thresholds decreased linearly with display luminance on a log-log scale, although the regression for cats at 4 cpd is virtually flat (Fig. 4). Cats were more sensitive for low spatial frequencies and humans for high, with the crossover point at about 1/2 cpd. Both species were less sensitive for high spatial frequencies (i.e., the curves shift to the right as spatial frequency increases). For most spatial frequencies, linear fits were excellent, explaining >90% of the variance (see \( R^2 \) values in each panel of Fig. 4). The relatively lower \( R^2 \) values at 1 cpd are the result of systematic differences in sensitivity between individual subjects: at 1 cpd \( R^2 \) for individual cats and humans ranged from 0.940 to 0.995. The greatest divergence from the general pattern was for cats at 4 cpd, where contrast threshold was essentially constant at about 73% from adaptation levels of 6.6 to 0.008 cd/m², below which the animals abruptly failed to perform above chance level. For these data, a linear regression produced a relatively poor fit, primarily because threshold decreased abruptly with display luminance \( \geq 10 \) cd/m². We suspect this sudden increase in sensitivity marks the upper end of the mesopic range (see also Kang and Malpeli 2009).

One way of comparing cat and human sensitivity is to estimate absolute luminance thresholds for each spatial frequency.
behavior abruptly dropped to chance at the low end of this range (Fig. 4, last panel). Instead, the cat’s absolute luminance threshold was taken as the display luminance one step below the dimmest adaptation level at which a threshold <100% could be determined, \(-2.40 \log \text{cd/m}^2\).

We also examined the slopes of the psychometric functions at the 75% correct performance level and these followed the same pattern for cats and humans, increasing with contrast threshold (Fig. 5). This suggests that the two species have equal discriminability for contrast variations around threshold.

The human and cat paradigms differed mainly in the control of stimulus duration: for humans, nominally set at 1,250 ms; for cats, determined by reaction times. To the extent that threshold decreased with longer presentations, systematic differences in stimulus duration could bias sensitivity in favor of one species and this could confound the comparison of scotopic sensitivity. An analysis of critical duration (i.e., the exposure time beyond which sensitivity no longer improves) suggests that this was not a factor. Savage (1996) examined human critical duration for Gabor functions in the scotopic range. From his data, we estimate critical duration to vary from about 125 ms at the brightest adaptation level to about 300 ms at the dimmest. The cat’s critical duration is unknown, but if we assume it is similar to the human’s, stimulus duration as estimated from reaction times exceeded critical duration at all adaptation levels for the bulk of trials. As an empirical control, we also reanalyzed the cat contrast-threshold data after eliminating trials with short reaction times to see how much this would lower threshold. This analysis suggests that differences in stimulus presentation times between cats and humans do not significantly influence the comparisons of their contrast sensitivities (Supplemental Material, section H).

**Optical versus neural factors**

Here we compare contrast thresholds of cats and humans after sequentially factoring out three major optical factors: pupil size, focal length, and tapetum. This analysis is restricted
to the lowest three spatial frequencies, 0, 1/8, and 1/4 cpd, where the cat has a sensitivity advantage and contrast sensitivity is probably not limited by the spatial resolution of either species’ optics (see DISCUSSION).

Figure 6A compares contrast thresholds for each of the three lowest spatial frequencies, replicating a subset of the panels in Fig. 4. The data for the two species fall along lines that are almost, but not quite, parallel. We sought to extract for each panel the horizontal displacement of the data to quantify the cat’s advantage in luminance for detecting stimuli. For this, first we calculated the difference in absolute luminance thresholds (i.e., horizontal distance between “+” signs) in each panel, which we refer to as the absolute luminance advantage (denoted as logΔabs in each panel). We also calculated the average horizontal distance between the regression lines across contrasts from 10 to 80% (shaded region in Fig. 6A), which is effectively the same as the difference in luminance threshold at the contrast midway between 10 and 80% (i.e., 28.3% on log scale). We will refer to this as the global luminance advantage (denoted as logΔglobal in each panel). The global luminance advantage of the cat was 0.91, 0.73, and 0.53 log units for 0, 1/8, and 1/4 cpd, respectively.

We begin the compensation for optical differences between cats and humans by factoring out pupil size, converting display luminance to retinal illuminance (i.e., trolands: display luminance multiplied by pupil area) separately for each adaptation level and subject. This reduces the cat’s global luminance advantage—for example, from 0.73 to 0.41 log units for 1/8 cpd (Fig. 6B, middle). Next we factor out the contribution of the tapetum. Tapetal reflection increases the light absorbed by the tapetum. Tapetal reflection increases the light absorbed by...
The intensity of light incident on a unit retinal area is inversely proportional to the square of the focal length of the eye. Taking 12.50 mm as the posterior nodal distance for the cat’s eye (Vakkur and Bishop 1963) and 16.68 mm for the human eye (LeGrand 1946; as described in Wyszecki and Stiles 1982), the cat’s focal length is shorter by a factor of about 0.75 than that of the human’s, which accounts for about 0.25 log units of the cat’s sensitivity advantage. When this is taken into account by shifting the cat regression lines rightward (toward higher adaptation levels) by 0.11 log units, both species have roughly the same sensitivity (Fig. 6B). Finally we factor out focal length. The intensity of light incident on a unit retinal area is inversely proportional to the square of the focal length of the eye. Taking 12.50 mm as the posterior nodal distance for the cat’s eye (Vakkur and Bishop 1963) and 16.68 mm for the human eye (LeGrand 1946; as described in Wyszecki and Stiles 1982), the cat’s focal length is shorter by a factor of about 0.75 than that of the human’s, which accounts for about 0.25 log units of the cat’s sensitivity advantage. When this is taken into account by shifting the cat regression lines rightward by an additional 0.25 log units, both species have roughly the same sensitivity (Fig. 6D). Thus it appears that the superior scotopic contrast sensitivity of the cat can be accounted for mostly by differences in optical elements and that the intrinsic neural sensitivities of the two species are similar at 8° retinal eccentricity. However, the match is not perfect: although the regressions are virtually superimposed for 1/8 cpd, the global luminance advantage of the cat is 0.22 log units at 0 cpd, whereas at 1/4 cpd the absolute and global luminance advantages of the human are 0.20 and 0.14 log units, respectively.

Increment threshold as a function of mean retinal illuminance in scotopic conditions

For sinusoidal gratings or Gabor functions, retinal increment threshold is contrast threshold multiplied by mean retinal illuminance, expressed in trolands. When plotted for each spatial frequency as functions of retinal illuminance on a log-log scale, increment thresholds were mostly well fit by linear regressions (Fig. 7). Overall, the cat data are somewhat tighter: $R^2$ values of linear regressions averaged across individual subjects and spatial frequencies were 0.98 for cats and 0.92 for humans.

For humans, increment thresholds were mostly proportional to the square root of retinal illuminance (i.e., the regression slopes are close to 0.5), in accordance with the deVries–Rose law (Figs. 7 and 8, open circles). The exception is 4 cpd, where...
the slopes were well below 0.5 (Fig. 8, open circles). The considerable variation in slope for humans at 4 cpd in Fig. 8 is misleading. When the increment-threshold data are plotted against retinal illuminance and viewed on the same scale, it can be seen that the three subjects’ increment-threshold functions are not actually disparate, but fall on roughly the same curve (Fig. 7, last panel).

For cats, increment thresholds followed the deVries–Rose law for spatial frequencies ≤1 cpd (Figs. 7 and 8, filled circles). The mean slope of the linear regressions increased to 0.70 at 2 cpd and 0.97 at 4 cpd. A slope of 1 is in keeping with Weber’s law, which predicts that increment thresholds are proportional to retinal illuminance. Similar shifts from the deVries–Rose law to Weber’s law with increasing illuminance have been thoroughly documented for the human (see Wässle et al. 1990 for a summary). Although the data in Fig. 8 are presented as functions of spatial frequency, the cat’s transition from deVries–Rose to Weber behavior could as readily be explained by retinal illuminance, since the cats detected only 4 cpd stimuli at illuminances that are probably at and above cone threshold.

**DISCUSSION**

**Sensitivity and acuity of cats and humans in dim-light conditions**

When tested with Gabor functions, the similarities between cat and human scotopic vision are more striking than the differences. Our results are consistent with the view that overall sensitivity is limited mainly by up-front elements, i.e., optics and receptors, and that neural circuits involved in postreceptor processing are fundamentally alike in the two species.

For the lowest spatial frequencies, cats see at adaptation levels considerably dimmer than humans for all contrasts. However, the cat’s dim-light advantage arises mainly from superior light-concentrating capabilities of its eye. One might think this counterintuitive because, for the relevant eccentricity, the cat has many more rods. We estimated the rod density of the cat retina at 8° eccentricity to be nearly 445,000/mm² from Fig. 13B of Steinberg et al. (1973). The measurements by Østerberg (1935) as plotted in Fig. 13B of Steinberg et al. (1973) and those of Curcio et al. (1990) yield estimates of roughly 120,000/mm² for the human rod density at this eccentricity. Thus the cat’s rod density is about 3.7-fold that of the human’s at 8° eccentricity. However, photon capture depends on photopigment density, not on rod density. For both species, outer segments are closely packed in paracentral retina (Curcio et al. 1990; Hendrickson and Drucker 1992; Steinberg et al. 1973) and the bulk are from rods. Thus to the extent that cat and human rod outer segments are of similar length (an issue unaddressed by the literature), they have roughly the same total volume. In short, there is at present no evidence to suggest dramatic differences in rhodopsin density beyond the most central visual fields. Although there are other factors that potentially influence sensitivity, such as synaptic noise, this analysis suggests that at the limits of useful light levels, efficiency of photon capture is the dominant factor—i.e., once photons are captured, subsequent stages of retinal processing are comparably efficient in cats and humans.

The horizontal shifts between contrast-threshold functions in Fig. 4 illustrate relative performance in terms of the lowest luminance for which a given stimulus is perceived. By this criterion, the cat’s scotopic vision is superior for spatial frequencies <1/2 cpd and the human is better at spatial frequencies above this. In the scotopic range, cat and human functions are fairly parallel, so the relative advantages are functions of spatial frequency, not stimulus contrast.

Another similarity between cats and humans is that both failed to resolve 4 cpd at the same display luminance: −2.40 and −2.37 log cd/m² for cats and humans, respectively. The average absolute thresholds in terms of retinal illuminance were −0.37 log td for cat and −0.67 log td for human subjects, values not inconsistent with estimates of the upper limit of the scotopic range of the two species. Estimates of the cat cone threshold vary widely. From among the published studies in which sufficient information was provided to determine cone threshold in equivalent units (log photopic td), we extracted the following values: −0.5 (Barlow and Levick 1968), −0.35 (Enroth-Cugell et al. 1977), and 1.0 (Daw and Pearlman 1969). Estimates of the human cone threshold are in better agreement, converging at about −0.6 log td for foveal vision (for a summary, see Makous 2004). Thus it appears that the acuity limit of rod vision for both species in these conditions is roughly 4 cpd. Of course, we cannot necessarily generalize this conclusion to other conditions, such as temporal frequencies other than 4 Hz or other retinal eccentricities. Nor do we know whether this similarity is the result of some fundamental property common to both species (such as similar Nyquist limits for rod pathways) or the interplay of a variety of factors that incidentally converged at the conditions of our study.

Although the major differences in sensitivity between cats and humans at low spatial frequencies can be accounted for by the cat’s brighter optics, our data suggest other optical and/or neural contributions. After accounting for retinal illuminance, modest differences in contrast sensitivity remain at 0 and 1/4 cpd (Fig. 6D). For 0 cpd, cats show an advantage of 0.22 log units (averaged across contrasts) that decreases with adaptation.
level and virtually disappears at absolute luminance threshold, which might result from central signal averaging (Kang and Malpeli 2009). For 1/4 cpd, the human is slightly more sensitive by a fixed amount across adaptation levels. This might reflect a slightly higher resolution of the human at this spatial frequency, whether optical or neural. For spatial frequencies >1/4 cpd, optical degradation of contrast becomes much more of a limitation for the cat than for the human (e.g., compare Robson and Enroth-Cugell 1978 with Campbell and Gubisch 1966).

deVries–Rose law and scotopic sensitivity

Our human subjects followed the deVries–Rose law throughout the scotopic range for parafoveal Gabor functions. Retinal illuminances high enough to have produced Weber scaling were not explored. The human data contain one anomaly: at 4 cpd, increment-threshold slopes dropped to <0.5 at the highest luminance levels tested, in the upper mesopic range. A possible explanation is a reduction in contrast sensitivity at these illuminances as a result of rod–cone cancellation, a threshold elevation at critical temporal frequencies caused by phase lags in rod signals (Stockman and Sharpe 2006).

For cats, increment thresholds <2 cpd (scotopic conditions) followed the deVries–Rose law, for 4 cpd (mesopic) increment thresholds followed Weber’s law, and for 2 cpd (upper scotopic and lower mesopic) they were intermediate between deVries–Rose and Weber behavior. At any display luminance, retinal illumination was higher for the cat, which is probably why Weber scaling was observed for the cat only. The human and cat increment-threshold functions have very similar slopes over the scotopic range, suggesting that retinal sensitivity is regulated in the same way in both species in dim-light conditions and that physiological data obtained from cats are directly relevant to humans, at least for rod vision.

Previous psychophysical studies

In general, estimates of human contrast threshold for shared adaptation levels and spatial frequencies are in reasonable agreement with one another and with the present study (e.g., Daitch and Green 1969; Hess et al. 1987; Koenderink et al. 1978; Rovamo et al. 1994; Smith Jr 1973; van Meeteren and Vos 1972; van Nes and Bouman 1967). Estimates of spatial acuity of the cat’s central vision range from 3.5 to 9 cpd (Blake et al. 1974; Jacobson et al. 1976; Harris 1978), with acuity decreasing with eccentricity (Blake and Bellhorn 1978; Pasternak and Horn 1991). The only prior study on cat contrast sensitivity spanning most of the scotopic range is that of Pasternak and Merigan (1981). Their results are qualitatively similar to ours, but they reported somewhat lower acuity limits (<3 cpd for free viewing) and their data translate into increment-threshold slopes much above those consistent with deVries–Rose scaling (Supplemental Material, section I). There were numerous differences in the way the two studies were conducted that might contribute to these discrepancies. For example, the highest stimulus contrast they used was below the contrast threshold for 4 cpd estimated in our study, so their cats could not have demonstrated sensitivity to this spatial frequency in any event. On the other hand, their data are well behaved and do not show evidence of truncation of the sort expected by using insufficiently high contrasts. Another possibility is the nature of the behavioral tasks: the nose-press task they used may have been more demanding than the eye-movement task of the current study, resulting in different levels of performance. deVries–Rose behavior may also be dependent on details of the stimulus paradigm. Pasternak and Merigan (1981) used large extended stationary gratings with free viewing and it is not clear whether these conditions would have been conducive to deVries–Rose behavior (see Shapley and Enroth-Cugell 1984 for a review of much of the relevant literature). Finally, their adaptation levels did not extend as low as ours and measurements were made at larger steps (2 log units) of adaptation level (Supplemental Material, Fig. S5), so deVries–Rose behavior might have been obscured by a steeper increase in increment threshold at mesopic and photopic levels. Whatever the reasons for these different outcomes, we are satisfied that the current study adequately describes the cat’s behavioral sensitivity under the conditions used because, as demonstrated in the companion paper (Kang and Malpeli 2009), neural sensitivity measures obtained from awake cats using the same display apparatus closely parallel our behavioral data.
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2 Pasternak and Horn (1991) reported monocular acuity <4 cpd over a range of retinal eccentricities for cats tested in brighter conditions as well (high mesopic). The same comments apply: the highest contrast used was below contrast threshold for 4 cpd and the task was even more demanding than that used by Pasternak and Merigan (1981).